
INCOME TAX PRICE LIST 2022 
***DISCOUNT FOR ALL OUR LOYAL CUSTOMERS*** 

Base rate Loyal 

customer 

discount 

price 

New client 

price 

$ 

Simple individual tax return (4 sheets max) 200$ 250$ 

Individual tax return (between 5-10 sheets) 250$ 300$ 

Simple couple tax return (max of 8 sheets/pers.) 350$ 430$ 

Couple tax return (between 9-20 sheets) 420$ 500$ 

EXTRA (added to base rate) Minimum $  Minimum $ Per hour 

$ 

Spouse with no income 75$ 75$  

Child with income and/or school fees (4 sheets max) 125$ 125$  

Rental buildings (see table of rental buildings to fill out) 160$  185$  100$/h 

Work expenses (see table of employment expenses to fill out) 150$ 200$ 100$/h 

Self employed (see self employed table to fill out) 250$  400$-600$  100$/h 

Declaration of GST/QST to file 125$ 125$  

Sale of main residence $100 125$ 140$/h 

Capital gain (loss) 150$  165$  140$/h 

Medical expenses (see table of medical expenses to fill out) 50$ 95$  

Travel expenses for medical purposes (40km and more) 50$ 95$  

Disability tax credit 20$ 85$  

Home support tax credit 30$ 30$  

Remote work tax credit COVID (detailed method/hourly rate) 30$ 95$  

Remote region tax credit 75$ 75$  

Express tax return (Treated within 3 business days) + 125$ +125$  

Pension income splitting 40$ 40$  

Late tax return (documents received after april 16th) 60$ 60$  

Tax return that has to be sent by mail (mandatory situation) 50$ 50$  

Modification of a declaration following missing documents 50$ 100$/h  

Moving expenses 200$ 100$/h  

Taxes provided in paper 7.50$ 15$ 7.50$  

Caregiver credit 90$ 100$/h  

Appointement with a CPA 50$  185$/h 

Tax planning (Foreign income, international taxes, specific situation, 

etc.) 

400$  300$/h 

Excess RRSP (If form needs to be filled) 250$  140$/h 

Trust 600$    

Death return 400$    

Other situations that generate extras : 

More than 10 sheets, any other credit or specific situation. 

Every single document, including receipts are considered as one sheet. 

ATTENTION, any tax verification requested by the government will be charged in EXTRA. 

 


